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The Patagonian
Connection

This month on our website
Just a reminder

In 1865 a group of Welsh encouraged by
From April 30th the website will be frozen. During this period of
the nationalist fervour of the Welsh
hibernation members will still be able to access the current website as
Emigration Society sailed from Liverpool to
normal but no new items will be placed on it, no old items will be
Patagonia on board the ship Mimosa. They
removed, and no amendments will be made. Items of Society news and
our monthly Newsletters will be emailed directly to members. When the
planned to set up a Welsh colony where
new website is up and running, visitors will be able to access old and
they would be free to practise their own
new data as before. Members will be kept informed by email of the
language and express their own culture.
progress of the upgrade and of course will be told when the new website
is up and running. Access to the member’s section of the new website
Between this date and the late 19th century
will require a different username and password from the ones currently
they were joined by others who also sought
in use; members will be informed about this in time for the launch. I
a new life in a new Wales. By the end of
hope that everyone understands the need for this change and will bear
the 19th century the community, which they with us until every section of our website has been converted to the new
CMS website platform.
called Y Wladfa, had swelled to some
3,000 but their plan for this new Wales was not to be fully achieved and on realising this many settlers
moved on to other countries such as Canada and Australia or indeed, returned home to Wales.
The catalyst for the first wave of emigration in 1865 was the persecution the Welsh felt they suffered under
the English both in relation to their language and their religious freedom. During the early years of the 19th
century Wales was suffering from a combination of difficulties. Farmers were struggling to produce enough
crops and the imposition of toll roads meant that it was more expensive to transport their animals to market.
Many farmers found that their land now belonged to English landlords who were more interested in raising
revenue than looking after their tenants. The growth of industrialisation also meant that many poorer
peasant farmers had to migrate from the rural areas such as Breconshire, to find work in the coal and iron
industries of the South. This migration for work also meant that there were influxes of non-Welsh workers
resulting in a dilution of the Welsh way of life as well as a decline in the Welsh language. Many of these
Welsh forced from their homes in order to find work decided to seek a better life abroad where they would be
free to practice their language and faith without fear.
In Argentina they established communities in a number of places beginning with the Chubut Valley and the
Andes foothills. The Chubut was the river running through the settlement and soon became synonymous with
the newly established settlement. The first thirty years was relatively benign although they suffered many
privations caused by the harshness of the landscape and the lack of rain to water crops. However, by the end
of the 19th century they found themselves yet again under pressure to assimilate themselves into a non-Welsh
way of life; speaking Spanish and agreeing for their children to attend Spanish speaking schools. The young
men were also now expected to undertake compulsory military training which often took place on a Sunday.
An anathema to the Welsh with their belief that Sundays were only for God
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Although Patagonia is often referred to as if it is a country it is in fact a geographical moniker for an area of
Argentina and Chile covering the southern part of the continent. Argentina had become independent of Spain
by 1816 and Chile by 1818. Chile established a port in the straits of Magellen which enabled some
colonisation of the area. Interest in Patagonia by the Welsh occurred at the time the Argentinians were
looking to promote immigration, particularly by the British. If they could colonise land with farmers to develop
the continent they hoped to consolidate claims to land also coveted by Chile. Early settlers travelled to
Patagonia at their own cost attracted by the abundant virgin land
only inhabited, they believed, by benign native Indian groups. It
was also isolated, something which met the needs of their Utopian
ideal. Throughout the 1880’s groups of Welsh continued to
arrive. The emigration returns from Liverpool for February/March
and October 1881 report six to seven ships to South America with
over 300 passengers. Not all of these were Welsh but it illustrates
that a steady stream was continuing to travel to the continent to
set up new lives. Those Welsh who did move tended to be from
the rural areas of Mid and North Wales but there were others from
the South who sought to protect their culture by fleeing from a
growing English influence. By 1880 there were 1,600 Welsh in
the colony.
In 1881 the Davies family from Llandilovane decided to seek their
fortune in Patagonia. Thomas Davies, a farmer, and his wife Gwenllian and children Thomas R[ickard], Anne
and Jennet began their journey to a new life. The 1881 census for Wales lists the family living in Llandilovane
where Thomas is running a grocer’s shop. His wife Gwenllian was the daughter of Rees Pugh, a farmer from
Llangammach. We know that the family must have journeyed to South America sometime between the 1881
census and the end of that year as their daughter Susana is recorded in the Argentine census for 1895 as
being born in Chubut in 1881. As the immigration records for 1870-1888 are missing we can’t establish
exactly when they arrived and the passenger lists for this period are patchy until 1890. The website
cemla.com/buscador/ run by the Centre for Latin America Migratory Studies does include some details of
passengers and the ships they travelled on but the Davies’ are not listed. It is possible that they travelled on
a ship called the Vesta but there were others travelling the same route at this period such as the Leibnitz and
the Galileo the latter leaving Liverpool for Buenos Aires on July 5th 1881.1 Adverts tell us that the Pacific
Steam Navigation Company had ships travelling every two weeks to Buenos Aires and the Galileo, one of the
Liverpool, Brazil and River Plate Steamers travelled every month. A first class passage was £25.00 and third
class between £10 & £15. Expensive but it was considered that because the ships travelling to South
America were British built they were of better quality than those plying the North American routes.
On arrival at Buenos Aires the Davies’ would have had to board another boat to take them on to Chubut.
David Thomas, another emigrant who arrived in Buenos Aires in September 1881 reported that it was “built
in square blocks, streets are paved” and “train cars whizzing” in all directions from the town centre. 2 No
doubt a different picture to that found when he travelled to Chubut.
The early settlers found that the land was more inhospitable than expected. The weather went from one
extreme to the other and there was insufficient rainfall. Eventually they realised that irrigation ditches needed
to be built if there was to be any hope of sustaining crop growth. By 1886 three canals had been constructed
and the Irrigation Society had been formed which was responsible for irrigation throughout the Valley.
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The Davies family settled in Gaimen, a community in the Chubut Valley first established in 1875. Susana their
second daughter was born not long after their arrival and it is possible that Gwenllian travelled whilst
expecting this child; a leap of faith given they knew little about the colony.

Argentina Census 1895. Thomas [Tomas] Davies & family

The early settlers were allocated one hundred acres of land to each family of three with title being bestowed
after two years. The farms were generally established in the lower Chubut Valley, a strip of land roughly forty
miles long and six miles wide running parallel to the coast. The first town, called Rawson, was established in
1865 with Trelew following in 1871 and Dolovan in 1880. After the irrigation canals were built the colony
became very good at growing wheat and by the 1880’s was exporting to Europe and achieving very good
prices.3 The wheat growing areas were mainly along the coastline of the lower Chubut Valley and as such
were well positioned for getting the wheat to market cheaply. Inland farmers concentrated on raising cattle or
sheep and horses. An article in the Western Mail (Cardiff edition) records details of the welsh settlement with
a map of the position of the farmsteads and the landowner names. The illustration shows the density of farms
in the area.

Birds Eye view of the Chubut Valley showing farm plots with an index to farms and names of owners. The Welsh in Patagonia: press
cutting 1902. NLW. [press cutting from The Western Mail (Cardiff) Feb 18 1902)
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Close up of plot belonging to Thomas Davies
Farmstead 272 was Thomas Davies’ as evidenced by his
Letter of June 21 1924

Farm 289 – is this Thomas Davies’ wife?

As time passed new towns were continuing to be established but by
1886 land available in the Valley for new immigrants was at a premium
as most suitable land had by this time been allocated. This just at a time
when nearly 400 new emigrants arrived on the ship Vesta to help build
the railway between Trelew and Puerto Madryn which would ensure that
produce including their wheat, could be taken to market even more
quickly. After discovering that the land on offer was of poor quality
many emigres moved further north and in 1885 an expedition was
organised to explore the land possibilities of the Andes foothills. In
1888 two new communities were established here; Cwm Hyfryd
(Pleasant Valley) and 16 de Octobre (previously called Tir Halen). By 1895 there were two hundred families
living in these areas working some 5,000 cattle. Because these communities were far from the coast getting
produce to market was difficult and so the establishment of markets in Chile was an important development
and with the passage of time some families migrated to Chile itself.
Thomas Davies’s son Thomas Rickard Davies’s letter paints a vivid picture of life in the early days of the
colony.

“I have travelled alone across the vast wilderness of Patagonia, sleeping many nights on my back in the open
air without any company, apart from my horse and my dog, and that many times 15 to 20 miles from the
nearest human being”4
Horses and cattle were very important to the families, the horse being the main form of transport and also use
in the management of the herds of cattle.

“we kept many cattle and many of those were wild, and as far as I know I almost went wild with them” 5
He was obviously quite accomplished at managing them reporting again that

“Dewi and Trefor (cousins?) would be very amused at seeing me catch (cattle) with the end of a lassoe and
bolyas on horseback”6
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Families came from all areas of Wales to the colony and but one family known to the Davies were the Evans’.
Thomas Daler Evans was a native of Llanfechan nr Builth Wells and despite his father Morgan being recorded
in the census as a shoemaker he became an ordained Congregational Minister
serving time in Merthyr Cynog.7 Letters home from Thomas Rickard Davies
record that both Thomas Davies and Thomas Daler Evans came from the same
area of Cantref Buallt (Builth Wells). Although there were some five years
between them in age, Thomas Davies being the eldest, they had both attended
the same school but did not meet until they were in Patagonia, becoming firm
friends.
Thomas Daler Evans had emigrated in 1875 and settled in the Andes foothills
at Cwm Hyfryd (Pleasant Valley) in what was known as the Colonia Diecieis de
Octobre (Colony 16th October). From time to time he made journeys to see his
friend Thomas Davies in Chubut territory, recorded by Thomas’s son in
another letter.
Thomas Daler Evans

“Another person here from Cantref Buallt is Thomas Daler Evans. He lives in Cwm Hyfrd (in the Andes). He
paid us a visit some two years ago.”8
Life here was particularly hard and Daler Evans suffered many tragedies in his life. Thomas Rickard’s letter
home records these in detail; He lost fingers from one hand during a shooting trip. In in 1903 his wife Esther
died during a journey to take one of his daughters to Buenos Aires hospital; she reached the lower Chubut
Valley but died of typhoid within days something of which Daler Evans was unaware of for some two weeks
after the funeral. One of his children was lost in the floods, drowning in the Chubut River, and another was
believed killed by a puma. In all he lost six of his ten children.9 On 30th May 1926 Thomas Daler Evans died,
another fact also reported by Thomas Rickard Davies in a letter home:

“I am sorry to have to tell you that our friend Thomas Daler Evans, the only friend my father had from
Cantref Buallt, has left us. He died quite
suddenly, so I heard. He had an attack of the
Gripe (flu) but got out of bed too soon and
had another bout of it…He was about 79
years of age…It seems strange to think that I
shall never see his face again, nor receive a
letter from him”10

An example of a House at Cwm Hyfryd c 1890.
(Believed to belong to a man called David Roberts).
Dept MSS Univ Wales, Bangor.
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Argentina census 1895.
Thomas Daler Evans’
family

We have little information about how Thomas Davies’s life continued after his emigration to Patagonia but he
obviously made a good life for himself and his family. By the early 20th century his children had married and
set up their own farms in the territory. His son Thomas records in a letter home that his sister Susannah is

“better and doing everything as before”
and that his niece, Gwen Ann

“has married John Evans, the younger brother of my sister Susannah’s husband. They are beginning married
life on their farm near Gwen Ann’s old home”.11
This is in contrast to many of the emigres who, finding that their culture was again being diluted with
incomers from other countries and with added pressure from the government to conform to many new
regulations, decided to leave Argentina. Children were no longer allowed to be taught in Welsh but had to
learn in Spanish and the medical missionaries who had provided medical services to the rural areas found that
they were no longer allowed to practice as the government would no longer recognize their qualifications.
Argentinian doctors were very expensive and were often not local meaning to call for one was a great
financial burden for many families. The many grievances of the colonists were expressed to the Reverend D
Richards who had spent some six weeks in the colony. He produced a report which was sent to Sir William
Barrington, the British Minister in Buenos Aires who forwarded it to the Admiralty. Questions were put to
the House about publication of the document but it was suppressed on political grounds and never formally
released.12
The congestion in the Chubut Valley meant land for the next generation was limited. Along with the natural
disasters which were occurring such as flooding, freezing temperatures, dust storms and the ever prevalent
attacks by locusts, making a living for some was very perilous. Although much later, Thomas Rickards writes
in his letter of 8 Aug 1926 of the harvest

“our harvest here is very indifferent this year, the caterpillars have been eating the flowers so that there are
not many seeds, and there’s a high price on them.”
Illustrating how the same problems came to pass year on year. So encouraged by the offerings of the
Canadian Government many felt a better life would be had by moving.
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In 1902 a group set sail from Patagonia for Liverpool where they boarded the Allan steamer “Ionia” and
embarked on a new life in Canada. Two of the contingent were Hugh Hughes and William Lewis, both of
whom had spent “twenty summers” in the Chubut Valley. Hughes had lost three children because he could no
longer use the local medical missionary and the nearest Argentinian doctor was thirty miles away and cost
£20 a visit as well as £5 for a death certificate. A grievance which must have weighed heavily upon him. In
Canada the emigres were to be given free land in the North Western Province of Winnipeg 13 and so it seemed
some kind of salvation to once again move. Other groups went to Australia.
By the early 20th century immigration to the colonies in Argentina was declining. Those sympathetic to the
Welsh had departed and the new regime was less accommodating and more suspicious of the Welsh and their
intentions. The situation in Chubut seems to have become quite difficult as Thomas Rickard Davies reports
again in his letter home.

“We haven’t seen any newspapers from Wales for some months. The Trading Company have no money to pay
for them. There’s a rumour that some people have started working for their food, others for food and clothing
and the rest for some sort of wage.”14
Despite this he seems content to continue his life in Argentina and there is no evidence that any of his family
decided to move on to other countries. In 1924 Thomas Davies died and was buried in Tir Halen (Terra
Salada Cemetery) which was not far from the homestead. Thomas Rickard writes in a letter that year

“the doctor said he suffered from progressive pernicious anaemia…Mother and he were together for over 50
years and today we feel a great emptiness after him”15
There is little available information online to enable us to follow Thomas Rickard Davies beyond this point.
Much of what might be useful is written in Welsh, not a language I speak, but one assumes that he continued
to live out his life in Argentina surrounded by his siblings and their families.
Sue Ashton
[Thanks to Viv Parry for the original letters of Thomas Rickard Davies (translated from the Welsh). Gwenllian Pugh, his mother, was
the daughter of Rees Pugh (Noyaddfach) Viv’s great grandfather]
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The Beacon
This free A5 monthly glossy magazine
distributed in Brecon and its surrounding
villages contains a “Your History” column,
contributed by the BLFHS, which often offers
an interesting article about the area.

♦

“One Man – Two Lives” continuing the story of Rees Price Pritchard with our third instalment
Part Two: the voyage to being “Frank”
I wonder when Samuel saw advertisements in the local paper for the “magnificent Steamer” Great
Britain, did it dawn on him that he would be aboard one day heading to the furthest reaches of the
Modern world?
The ‘other side’ was surely a gamble for any
man. But He was looking to land in Melbourne;
a well-established town. He was no doubt
attracted to the Welsh dominated mining
settlement close by in Ballarat? Somewhere
over there was the chance for Samuel to be his
own man. And if Australia was a bold choice
then moving further south still to New Zealand
was very brave indeed. “New Zealand was as a
wonderland of the new, a terra incognita of
tremendous possibilities…” (Weavers, 2002, p.
3). Is this what attracted Samuel? Three years
after immigration to Melbourne Samuel travels
on to New Zealand where he buys good orchard
land in Otago, marries a young English lass and
they are expecting their first child. Why leave
though and why, on earth, Australia or New
Zealand?
The attraction of the colonies
Twelve thousand miles of sea and eight weeks on a ship may not seem like a natural choice for an out
of work gardener from mid-Wales, but as he watched his hard-earned savings dwindle away, this was
just what Samuel needed. The Welsh aren’t known for their interest in travelling far from home, in fact
of all of Samuel’s siblings and half-siblings (nineteen in all) he was the only one to move away from
Wales! However, by the mid-1800s his compatriots were slowly gravitating to mining communities on
this side of the world; to Ballarat and Echuca in Victoria as well as Central Otago and the West Coast of
New Zealand. This was not a mass migration like those of the Irish post famine nor the influx of ‘ten
pound-Poms’ of a century later. The numbers were very small. In fact, when he arrived in New Zealand
there were literally only a few hundred Welsh-born settlers. They didn’t gather in communities or towns
either, and just as Samuel did, they seemed to find their own way in this land. The Welsh are, if you like,
our invisible immigrants (Hearn, 2012).
So, how easy was it to leave?
The Welsh had access to two of the largest transatlantic ports on their doorstep; Bristol to the south
and Liverpool to the north. Their options for a destination were numerous. After all the Empire was
vast; Americas, Africa and beyond! One could seek fame and fortune mining precious metals and
diamonds in Africa like Cecil Rhodes or enlighten the masses in New Zealand like William Williams
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One may choose to trade in fine furs in the Dominion of
Canada or start a shopping empire in Australia just as
David Jones did. Even here in New Zealand you could
lend your Welsh mark to a piece of virgin paradise;
Milford Sound, Welshmans Gully and Cleddau River
(Hearn, 2012).
Ships sailing daily from British ports offered an escape
from the hard grind of rural Wales for the new,
raw lands of Australia and New Zealand. To understand
the newness of these far-off countries we need only look
at two famous examples. In Australia when Samuel
arrived there were still ‘Jolly swagmen’ roaming the
countryside looking for seasonal work (Johnson, 2016).
Secondly, the gold rush had only begun in Otago a
decade before. Barely twenty years before that the
European population of New Zealand was dominated by
mariners, missionaries and merchants. They were an
odd collection of colonials, often described as ‘a rabble’
barely controllable by those caught in the middle – the
men of the cloth “The antipodes and more specifically,
the ‘middle island’ of New Zealand was seen as a safer
option for newcomers. Away from the overcrowding at
home in England. Safer than the daunting ‘convict
culture’ of Australia. Safer even than the combination
of politics, preaching and Musket Wars up north in New
Zealand. Australian newspapers also painted Oamaru
in Otago as a pretty and welcoming spot.
“Although only about ten years old it now numbers about
2000 inhabitants and contains several very handsome
buildings … of beautiful white stone. The climate is
remarkably dry and healthy, and the situation
picturesque.” (Illustrated Australian, 1873).
Otago and the town of Oamaru were still miles away for
Samuel however as he stood on the noisy, smelly docks in
Liverpool waiting to leave. Departure could be a difficult
time in those days, as return was never a certainty. Of
course we can never truly tell how Samuel felt, as such
nuances are not written between rows of census records
or passenger lists, but six weeks is a long time crammed
into the steerage quarters on a ship. Samuel would have
had plenty of time for introspection

Brunel’s S.S. Great Britain
Ah, but she was and still is a beautiful ship. The S.S. Great
Britain started life as a wild suggestion by Isambard
Kingdom Brunel to the board of the Great Western
Railway. Build a steam ship to speed across the Atlantic
to New York and connect it to London and you will increase passengers on the railway too. Build it they
did. The fastest, largest, most modern, luxurious steam liner in the world impressed even the young
Queen Victoria. By 1871, when Samuel sailed, she was no longer a young ship. She was now a squarerigged sailing ship with auxiliary steam power. However, she had an established reputation as an
immigrant clipper on one of the most direct routes to Australia under the charge of the accomplished
and respected mariner, Captain Gray. First class passengers could dine on grouse, pigeon,
blancmange and good wines but for some on board the experience wasn’t quite as posh. She had her
own surgeon, butcher, saloon and Sunday services on board, but it would still have been a confinement
for a gardener and country lad. Down below in the single-men’s bunk-room it was very dark with barely
space for ones coat and boots and perhaps a letter from home pinned on the wall (Great Britain
Trading Limited, 2012).
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Steerage passengers were housed just above the animals and probably contended with the noises, and
‘smells’ of horses, sheep, chickens, pigs and even bullocks! No wonder Steerage had to wash out their
berths each morning before breakfast would be served. As they left England in May they coasted down
from the Mersey to the Welsh headlands, where Samuel could farewell his homeland with the last view
of Carnarvon Castle at sunset on a gentle swell (Anonymous Diarist, 1871). During the voyage
passengers could promenade the top deck taking the air and looking out for wildlife. A diarist noted the
occasion of
“a flock of dolphins skimming alongside our ship, rising like Salmon from the water” (Anonymous
Diarist, 1871, p. 2).
As a steerage passenger you could enjoy above deck too, so long as you didn’t step over the white line,
that is! On the rough days you stayed below, wrote, played cards, joined in a song or two and tried to
hold down your supper. And if you paid a little more to the steward you might secure yourself meat
three times a week and even a pudding!
The journey itself could be a life changing event. Passing icebergs and active volcanic islands must
have seemed so strange to many of the passengers and a number wrote of their experiences
(Anonymous Diarist, 1871). One in particular wrote studiously every day in his compartment during
Samuel’s trip south; the famous novelist Anthony Trollope penned “Lady Anna” during the 37th voyage
(Trollope, 1968, p. 297).
For many steerage passengers though journey wouldn’t secure them fame or fortune. Their desires
were more grounded. Like Samuel they wanted to find a new life of their own; to work hard, settle
down and sow the seeds of opportunity for generations to come. Samuel and his line of Kiwi
Pritchard’s are part of a long legacy assisted in the new world by Brunel’s Great Britain. We are but a
few of the estimated five hundred thousand Kiwi’s and Aussies descended from her migrant
passengers (Great Britain Trading Limited, 2012). Coincidentally, three years after Samuel’s voyage his
soon-to-be wife came out to Canterbury on The Star of India. Her brother, James Davey later recorded
similar experiences of the journey;
“They were a mixed lot—English, Irish, Scots, Swedish, Danes, Germans, and a few Russians and Poles.
… There was a lot of seasickness, of course... You would hear the women blaming the husbands and
the men blaming the wives for deciding to come on such a dangerous undertaking. The people from
the Emerald Isle would be vigorously telling their beads, while the Cockneys were liberally swearing
at each other and everybody else for being such fools as to leave good old London. But this only lasted
a short while, and then all hands settled down to shipboard life”. (Brett, 1924, p. 223)
As Samuel
boarded the Great
Britain all those
years ago he was
alone. No one to
wave him off, he
was no longer an
excitable young
man. So, this
wasn’t a
departure in haste
to be regretted.
This was Samuel
burning his
bridges and just
as Dylan Thomas
describes it was
exhilarating,
lighting a fire in
his belly to be a
new man.
‘Samuel’ boarded the ship and six weeks later ‘Frank’ disembarked.

Read the concluding part of this in next month’s newsletter
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Free Online Resources
There are lots of free resources out there on the Internet. Copy and paste the web addresses into your browser.

OS 25 inch County Series England and Wales, 1841-1952
CAIRT [Newsletter of the Scottish Maps Forum] reports the progress of an ongoing project. This project continues, and
has completed coverage of England, by adding all the 25 inch mapping online for the counties of Cumberland, Durham,
Lancashire, Northumberland, Westmoreland and Yorkshire. We have recently scanned maps of Wales to complete this
major scanning project, and hope to have all maps online soon.
http://maps.nls.uk/os/25inch-england-and-wales/index.html
As of the moment no area of Wales has been added but it is hoped this will happen soon.

♦
BRECONSHIRE STRAYS

BRECONSHIRE STRAYS

MONMOUTHSHIRE

MONMOUTHSHIRE

LLANFOIST

LLANFOIST

Burials

Burials continued
Peter Jones, Clydach, Llanelly. 30 Jun 1885. 39
John Jones, Llanelly. 13 Mar 1887. 78
Thos Wm Cowell, Llanelly. 14 Dec 1887. 65
John Morris, Clydach. 13 May 1890. 61
David Parry, Llangenny. 14 Jun 1890. 24
Joan Walby, Brynmawr. 5 Oct 1892, 62
Ann Curtis, Brynmawr. 3 Apr 1893. 77
Jas Walby, Pontylotton. 17 Jun 1895. 38
David Curtis, 22 Clydach St., Brynmawr. 11 Jun
1902. 44
Jane Walters, Tymawr Cottage, Llangenny. 29 Jan
1921.80
Catherine Davies, Brynmawr. 3 Mar 1924. 74
Amelia Freeman, Crickhowell. 24 Oct 1928. 82
Maud Elizth O’Sullivan, 8 Haydn Terrace,
Pennydarren. 6 Aug 1942. 61

John Jones, Llanethly. 16 Mar 1862. 53
Susannah Jones, Llanelly. 10 Feb 1864. 4 yrs
Emily Jones, Llanelly. 14 Feb 1864. 17 yrs
Emily Robbins, Llanelly. 14 Feb 1864. 50
Theophilus Jones, Llanelly. 17 Feb 1864. 9 yrs
Joseph Dunn, Brecon. 18 Feb 1864…
David Thomas, Llanelly. 16? Dec 1865. 75
Edith Powell, Llanelly. 30 May 1867. 13 mths
Mary Prosser, Brynmawr. 18 Feb 1870. 75
Hannah Matthews, Brynmawr. 14 Mar 1871. 7
Thos Probert, Llanelly. 6 Dec 1871. 75
John Reginald Davies, Brynmawr. 20 May 1874. 3
wks
Joseph Morgan, Llanelly. 25 July 1875. Age 77
Eliza Jones, Llanelly. 25 Jun 1876. 65
Elizth Jones, Llangrwyny. 16 Mar 1881. 72
John Davies, Brynmawr. 16 Apr 1882. 35
John Augustus Davies, Brynmawr. 3 Aug 1882. 7
yrs

♦
♦

Don’t forget – I am always looking for interesting article subjects so let me know if you
have anything you would like to share!!!!
I am looking for interesting subjects on which to base the monthly article. If you are passionate about a
subject which you think would be interesting to our members please let me know by sending me an email at the
usual address editorblfhs@outlook.com
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MEMBERS’ INTERESTS
New Member interests. If you can provide any assistance to these
members please contact them using the details on the website or via our
general enquiry email address; enquiries@blfhs.co.uk
You can access the list from the Resources drop down list on the
Members’ homepage or by going directly to
www.blfhs.co.uk/members/members-interests.htm

MEMBER: Mary Harding:
NAME

DATES

PLACE

Griffiths
Jones/Evans/
James/Davies
Price
Glasbury Methodists

18th century
18th century

Bleddfa, RAD
Llanafan fawr

pre 1830

Glasbury/Llanigon

♦
July Meeting Review: The Havard Chapel, Brecon Cathedral
Society members (a disappointingly small number) gathered at Brecon Cathedral on 4 July to listen to Lt Col
(Retired) Rodney Ashwood speaking about the Havard Chapel, known also as the Regimental Chapel of the
South Wales Borderers (SWB).
Rodney is a trustee of the Chapel and was formerly the Curator of the Regimental Museum in Brecon, so is an
acknowledged expert on the South Wales Borderers (his new book, about the SWB at Gallipoli, is due out in
the autumn). He introduced us to many of the artefacts displayed in the Chapel, including the Regimental
Colours which are laid up there and explained their importance; he also told tales of some of the members of
the regiment, bringing to life their exploits.
For the Society members who attended, it was a fascinating and rewarding visit, with most learning
something new about the Chapel or its contents.

♦
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Website
Our website address is www.blfhs.co.uk

Next Meeting
Date/Time:

Tuesday Aug 1st 2017 2pm

Place:

Brecon Public Library

Subject:

Memories of the Cwmtaf Valley
Gwyneth Evans will give this talk about life in the Taff Fawr Valley.

